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APPENDIX
               Screenshot 1. Stuttgart Electronic Study Bible 3.1
1See the database features at https://shebanq.ancient-data.org/hebrew/query? 
version=2017&id=490.
34 Andrews University Seminary Studies 56 (Spring 2018)
Screenshot 2. Logos 7 (Andersen-Forbes database).
35Appendix
Screenshot 3. Accordance 12 (with ETCBC).
36 Andrews University Seminary Studies 56 (Spring 2018)
Screenshot 4. Paratext 8 Source-Language-Tool (with ETCBC).
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Screenshot 5. Verbs with Abimelech as Subject (SESB3 with the ETCBC Database).
Screenshot 6. Verbs with Abimelech as Subject (LGS7 with the Andersen-Forbes 
Database).
38 Andrews University Seminary Studies 56 (Spring 2018)
Screenshot 7. Verbs with Abimelech as Subject (ACRD12 with the ETCBC 
Database).
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 Screenshot 8. Verbs with Abimelech as Subject (P8SLT with the ETCBC Database).
40 Andrews University Seminary Studies 56 (Spring 2018)
Screenshot 9. All Attributive Clauses Whose Mother Clause Contains 
Abraham in the Object, Subject, or Complement Position (P8SLT with 
the ETCBC Database).
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Screenshot 10. Visualize the Narrative and Discursive Text Sections 
(SESB3).
42 Andrews University Seminary Studies 56 (Spring 2018)
 Screenshot 11. Visualize the Narrative and Discursive Text Sections (LGS7).
43Appendix
Screenshot 12. Valence Patterns of לקח in Which an Object with a Proper 
Female Name Appears (SESB3)
44 Andrews University Seminary Studies 56 (Spring 2018)
.
Screenshot 13. Valence Patterns of לקח in Which an Object with a Proper Female 
Name Appears (LGS7).
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Screenshot 14. Valence Patterns of לקח in which an Object with a Proper Female 
Name Appears (ACRD12).
